Welcome to the NEW SIA President's Report

In this Month's Issue

SIA NEWS - The Latest Satellite Industry Association News
SIA NEW MEMBER ANNOUNCEMENT
SIA MEMBER NEWS - SpaceX Launches 120 Starlink Satellites Plus Additional News from ABS, Boeing, OneWeb, Planet, SES, Space Global, USA and Viasat
SIA EVENT NEWS - SIA Exclusive 30% Discount for SATELLITE 2021
SATELLITE INDUSTRY CALENDAR NEWS - February 2021 Calendar Updates

SIA News Headlines

- SIA HOLDS VIRTUAL MEETING WITH FCC ACTING CHAIRWOMAN’S OFFICE REGARDING MITIGATION OF ORBITAL DEBRIS IN THE NEW SPACE AGE
- SIA FILES 50 GHZ RULEMAKING REPLY COMMENTS WITH THE FCC
- NEW MEMBER ANNOUNCEMENT - OVZON BECOMES ASSOCIATE MEMBER OF SIA
- SIA ORGANIZING GOVERNMENT AND MILITARY FORUM AT SATELLITE 2021
- SIA PRESIDENT TOM STROUP MODERATES SATELLITE GROUND TECHNOLOGY VIRTUAL PANEL AT SMALLSAT SYMPOSIUM 2021
- SIA HOLDS VIRTUAL MEETING WITH FCC ACTING CHAIRWOMAN’S OFFICE REGARDING MITIGATION OF ORBITAL DEBRIS IN THE NEW SPACE AGE

For a complete recap of the past month’s SIA News and filings, please visit the SIA News Page HERE.

REMINDER - SIA OFFERS THE LARGEST PARTNER DISCOUNT FOR SATELLITE 2021 REGISTER TODAY USING DISCOUNT CODE SIA4SAT21 AND SAVE 30% - CLICK HERE

TRENDS - Satellites and the Coronavirus Pandemic Update

For more details, please visit the SIA Satellites and COVID-19 webpage HERE.

REMINDER - SIA OFFERS THE LARGEST PARTNER DISCOUNT FOR SATELLITE 2021 REGISTER TODAY USING DISCOUNT CODE SIA4SAT21 AND SAVE 30% - CLICK HERE

SIA Member News Headlines

- SPACEX SUCCESSFULLY LAUNCHES 120 STARLINK SATELLITES IN FEBRUARY (Time Lapse Photo Above)
- On Feb 4th, SpaceX announced the successful launch of 60 Starlink LEO broadband satellites from SLC-40 at Cape Canaveral, FL. On Feb 15th, SpaceX announced the successful launch and deployment of an additional 60 Starlink satellites, this time launched from Pad 39-A at Cape Canaveral. For details on these and other member news stories, please visit the SIA Member News Page HERE.

For more details on these and other member stories, please visit the SIA Member News Page HERE.

SIA Organized/Speaker Events and Industry Calendar

For an updated list of all of the scheduled, rescheduled and postponed Association and satellite industry events, please click on the Industry Calendar HERE.

Send us an Email @satellite_SIA
SIA on LinkedIn